Inclusion Equipment List

Solite UK 4 section Profile bed, with Low/ Medium contour
mattress (x2)
Electrically operated four section profiling bed with variable height control
to provide ease of use for carers and clients.
Low to high range of 30 – 70.5cm.

Delta Summit All Terrain Buggy (x3)
A rugged yet lightweight three-wheel special needs All-Terrain Buggy
offering outstanding off-road capabilities, making woodland walks, beaches
and country paths readily accessible. We have three buggies available in
different sizes.

Mountain Trike (x1)
This mountain trike is a great addition to our growing fleet of off road
chairs. It can be self propelled, assisted or pushed. The chair has
lightweight aluminum frames, high end mountain bike technology which
makes it great for dealing with the uneven ground through our forest and
many other off road situations.

Seahorse Sanichair Toileting and Showering Chair (x1)
The cleverly designed frame enables the Seahorse Sanichair to fit over
the majority of toilets, whilst the higher centre of gravity enables the user
to be effortlessly tilted for washing and showering.
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Self Propelled shower/commode chair (x2)
Shower Commode provides several excellent features including the bright
blue PU covers that assist any user with visual impairment and a molded
seat for comfort and warmth. It has flip up armrests and swing out footrests
that are quick and easy to remove, making transfers simple and safe.

Tennent propelled shower/commode chair (x1)
Shower Commode provides several excellent features including the bright
blue PU covers that assist any user with visual impairment and a molded
seat for comfort and warmth. It has flip up armrests and swing out footrests
that are quick and easy to remove, making transfers simple and safe.

Tilt-In-Space Showerchair (x1)
Manufactured from aluminium it is extremely lightweight. Ideal for users with poor
muscle tone, the Tilt-In-Space Showerchair seat can be tilt from 6 degrees
through to 25 degrees using the ergonomically designed handle, allowing for a
more comfortable and relaxed seating position.

Pool Hoist & slings (x1)

Manual Hoist & slings for bedroom use (x2)
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Electric Hoist for bedroom use (x1)

Shower Changing Table (Short x1) (Long x 1)

Wooden Table Raisers & Height adjustable Tables
To enable wheelchair users to sit at dining room tables.

Pro Move Slings (x2)
The ProMove Sling is a disabled lifting sling for when you can’t take your
hoist with you. It can help disabled people transfer from a wheelchair to
just about anywhere.

Night Rails for Beds with padded covers (x6)
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Patient Multi Mover – Slide sheets
A simple but very effective aid for transfers and repositioning. Versatile and
simple to use, the sliding interface comes between the two fabric sheets
rather than between the fabric and the user’s skin, so friction is minimised
and comfort is enhanced. We have other sizes are available.

Wooden Curved transfer boards
Ideal for lateral transfers to or from chairs with armrests, this Curved
Transfer Board is made from sturdy birch wood ply with rounded corners
and tapered edges to ensure smoothness and comfort.

Turning Pads (Transfer Turntables)
This strong but lightweight Transfer Turntable can be an invaluable aid for
a carer or relative, providing a smooth, easy and constant rotation when
transferring a user to and from a bed, chair, commode or car etc. The
transfer turntable features a full 360 degree turning circle.

Lockable Drugs/Medicine Trolley (x2)
Available for groups to store medicines and drugs safely.

Mini-fridges (x2)
Available for groups to store medicines and drugs safely.
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Portable Telescopic Gantry with Electric Hoist

Parapente Harness
These harnesses have been adapted to help make our roped activities
more accessible for all. A chair user can feel safe and secure in this
harness. They are supported by the harness itself from the shoulders to
the knees whilst being kept in a seated position throughout. (These are
only used with our Instructors on activities.)

Sensory Room (x1)
A calming space with a variety of sensory equipment, including a variety of
beanbags and lighting equipment. It is a brilliant calming space.
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